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Incredible images,  
quickly and easily! 

Artipic 2.3 Release Notes 

Major Enhancements 

1. Last filter and last adjustment 

It is possible to apply again and again a filter or an adjustment that have been applied latest without 

opening the parameters window, but just by simply using keyboard shortcuts: Ctrl+F or Ctrl+Shift+F for the 

last filter or last adjustment accordingly. The parameters entered for the latest filter or adjustment will be 

used automatically.   

2. Load an image right to a layer or mask 

It is now possible to load images right to layers or masks with drag&drop from outside Artipic. It simplifies 

operating with layers and masks for creating compositions. See the full description in the User Manual 

(Menu “Help”, item 2.4.7). 

3. RAW converter improvements 

RAW converter now provides a possibility to adjust the white balancing of a picture by using a “Grey Card” 

approach. “Grey Card” can be located by simply dragging mouse over the picture area or by clicking to a 

particular point on the picture. In addition, gamma presets are available now. See the full description in the 

User Manual (Menu “Help”, item 6.7). 

4. Strength for the blurring brush 

It is now possible to set strength of the blurring brush. The strength parameters can be adjusted within a 

“1 – 100%” range with 100% meaning the maximum blurring effect.  

5. New RAW formats 

New RAW formats supported. The camera list is extended with Mamiya, Pentax, Polaroid, Ricoh, Samsung 

and Sigma cameras. Along with that, the list of formats extended with MEF, MOS, PEF, SRW and X3F. See 

the full list in the User Manual (Menu “Help”, item 6.7). 

6. Adobe Photoshop file format (.psd) 

It is possible to read the composite image of Adobe Photoshop PSD file format. 

7. Export and Share configuration 

It is possible to add, delete or modify new entries for Export&Share drop-down lists (both dimensions and 

sizes) right on the main toolbar. All the changes done can further be adjusted in Preferences. 

8. Color profiles in Batch Processing 

It is now possible to set up color profiles in the output settings in Batch Processing.  
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Major defect resolution 

 Processing various image formats stabilized. 

 Keyboard shortcuts adjusted to fit the common practices. 

 Color space conversion is now available on opening files. 

 Watermark font configuration issue fixed. 

 Sign effect for batch processing works correctly. 

 “Contiguous” option for Magic Wand issue fixed. 

 Transformation background for batch processing issue fixed. 

 TIFF compression window is now available on saving .tif files. 

 PNG alpha channel issue fixed. 

 JPG compression issue fixed. 

 Default file extension for JPG-family on saving is now chosen correctly. 

 Confirmation message window now appears when closing the RAW converter without saving. 

 “Image in clipboard” dimensions are now correctly processed by the New File window. 

 The latest tool used selection is kept correctly on restart .  

 


